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solutions for women” and “strongly oppose[s] infanticide,” 
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abortion “in which unborn babies are literally torn apart limb from 
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and creating or experimenting upon human embryos, including 
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on the “use of public funds to perform or promote abortion or to 
fund organizations, like Planned Parenthood.”
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cornerstone of the family is natural marriage, the union of one man 
and one woman.”
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to fund abortion.
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that separate abortion from federal family planning grants.
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Women’s Sports 

in Schools
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based on their gender identity.”

• “We will protect the rights of transgender students.”
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identify as a transgender women.
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“surgery and hormone therapy.”
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discrimination to include sexual orientation or other categories.” 
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treatment and therapy for their minor children.”
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abortion abroad.
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between following their faith and practicing their profession. We 
respect the rights of conscience of healthcare professionals, doctors, 
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needy.”
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regulation allows doctors, hospitals, and insurance companies to 
practice medicine and operate in accordance with their conscience.
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Roe v. Wade.”
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gender identity.
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separation between church and state.”
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Government
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and foremost educators.” 
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credits. 
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system, including the program at issue in the recent Espinoza 
decision.”

• No mention of homeschooling. 
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experimentation and will not accept...attempts to undermine 
military priorities and mission readiness.”
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future draft.”
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Religious Freedom.
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religious liberty to a central place in its diplomacy.”
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Sex
Education
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MARRIAGE, FAMILY, AND SEXUALITY

A Rebirth of Constitutional Government – Defending Marriage 
Against an Activist Judiciary (page 11)
Traditional marriage and family, based on marriage between one 
man and one woman, is the foundation for a free society and has 
for millennia been entrusted with rearing children and instilling 
cultural values. We condemn the Supreme Court’s ruling in United 
States v. Windsor, which wrongly removed the ability of Congress to 
 !ü*!�)�..%�#!�,+(%�5�%*�"! !.�(�(�3ċ��!��(/+��+* !)*�0$!��1,.!)!�
Court’s lawless ruling in Obergefell v. Hodges, which in the words 
of the late Justice Antonin Scalia, was a “judicial Putsch” — full of 
“silly extravagances” — that reduced “the disciplined legal reasoning 
of John Marshall and Joseph Storey to the mystical aphorisms of 
a fortune cookie.” In ObergefellČ�ü2!�1*!(!�0! �(�35!./�.+��! �
320 million Americans of their legitimate constitutional authority 
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Court twisted the meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment beyond 
recognition. To echo Scalia, we dissent. We, therefore, support the 
appointment of justices and judges who respect the constitutional 
limits on their power and respect the authority of the states to decide 
such fundamental social questions.

Great American Families, Education, Healthcare, and Criminal 
Justice – Marriage, Family, and Society (pages 31-32)
[The family] is the foundation of civil society, and the cornerstone 
of the family is natural marriage, the union of one man and one 
woman. Its daily lessons — cooperation, patience, mutual respect, 
responsibility, self-reliance — are fundamental to the order and 
progress of our Republic. Strong families, depending upon God and 
one another, advance the cause of liberty by lessening the need for 
government in their daily lives. Conversely, as we have learned over 
0$!�(�/0�ü2!� !�� !/Č�0$!�(+//�+"�"�%0$��* �"�)%(5�(%"!�(!� /�0+�#.!�0!.�
dependence upon government. That is why Republicans formulate 
public policy, from taxation to education, from healthcare to welfare, 
with attention to the needs and strengths of the family. 

It is also why everyone should be concerned about the state of 
the American family today, not because of ideology or doctrine, 
but because of the overwhelming evidence of experience, social 
science, and common sense. All of which give us these truths about 
traditional marriage: Children raised in a two-parent household 
tend to be physically and emotionally healthier, more likely to do 
well in school, less likely to use drugs and alcohol, engage in crime 
or become pregnant outside of marriage. We oppose policies and 
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Moreover, marriage remains the greatest antidote to child poverty. 
The 40 percent of children who now are born outside of marriage 
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raised by a mother and father in the home. Nearly three-quarters 
of the $450 billion government annually spends on welfare goes to 
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We condemn the Trump Administration’s discriminatory actions 
against the LGBTQ+ community, including the dangerous and 
unethical regulations allowing doctors, hospitals, and insurance 
companies to discriminate against patients based on their sexual 
orientation or gender identity. Democrats will reverse this rulemaking 
and restore nondiscrimination protections for LGBTQ+ people and 
people living with HIV/AIDS in health insurance, including coverage 
of all medically necessary care for gender transition. We will also take 
action to guarantee that LGBTQ+ people and those living with HIV/
AIDS have full access to needed health care and resources, including 
by requiring that federal health plans provide coverage for HIV/AIDS 
testing and treatment and HIV prevention medications like PrEP and 
���Č�#!* !.��+*ü.)�0%+*�/1.#!.5Č��* �$+.)+*!�0$!.�,5ċ

Democrats are proud that the Obama-Biden Administration lifted 
the discriminatory lifetime ban on blood donation by healthy gay 
and bisexual Americans. We will work to ensure blood donation 
.!#1(�0%+*/��.!���/! �+*�/�%!*�!Č�*+0�ü�0%+*�+.�/0%#)���* �0$�0�*+�
American, when seeking to donate blood, will face more stringent 
limitations than any other simply because of who they are.

�!�(%*#�0$!��+1(�+"�Ƶ)!.%���Ģ��.+0!�0%*#�Ƶ)!.%��*/Ě�ƫ%2%(��%#$0/�
(page 39)
Democrats are committed to ending discrimination on the basis of 
race, ethnicity, national origin, religion, language, gender, age, sexual 
orientation, gender identity, or disability status. We will appoint U.S. 
Supreme Court justices and federal judges who look like America, 
are committed to the rule of law, will uphold individual civil rights 
and civil liberties as essential components of a free and democratic 
society, and will respect and enforce foundational precedents, 
including Brown v. Board of Education and Roe v. Wade. Democrats 
are committed to restoring the full power of the Voting Rights Act 
and ensuring every citizen can access the ballot box. We will enforce 
and strengthen the Matthew Shepard and James Byrd, Jr. Hate 
ƫ.%)!/��.!2!*0%+*�Ƶ�0Č��* �3%((�!* �.��%�(��* �.!(%#%+1/�,.+ü(%*#�%*�
law enforcement.

President Trump’s words and actions have given safe harbor and 
encouragement to racists, anti-Semites, anti-Muslim bigots, and 
white supremacists. It’s time to root out domestic terrorism in all its 
forms. We will use federal law enforcement tools and resources to 
address domestic terrorism, and if necessary work with Congress 
to pass a domestic terrorism law that is consistent with the 
Constitutional right to free speech and civil liberties.
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single-parent households. This is what it takes for a governmental 
village to raise a child, and the village is doing a tragically poor job 
of it. 

The data and the facts lead to an inescapable conclusion: Every child 
deserves a married mom and dad. The reality remains that millions 
of American families do not have the advantages that come with 
0$�0�/0.1�01.!ċ��!�$+*+.�0$!��+1.�#!+1/�!û+.0/�+"�0$+/!�3$+��!�.�
the burdens of parenting alone and embrace the principle that all 
Americans should be treated with dignity and respect. But respect 
is not enough. Our laws and our government’s regulations should 
recognize marriage as the union of one man and one woman and 
actively promote married family life as the basis of a stable and 
prosperous society. For that reason, as explained elsewhere in 
0$%/�,(�0"+.)Č�3!� +�*+0����!,0�0$!��1,.!)!�ƫ+1.0Ě/�.! !ü*%0%+*�
of marriage and we urge its reversal, whether through judicial 
reconsideration or a constitutional amendment returning control 
over marriage to the states. We oppose government discrimination 
against businesses or entities which decline to sell items or services 
to individuals for activities that go against their religious views about 
such activities. 

Families formed or enlarged by adoption strengthen our 
communities and ennoble our nation. Private entities which facilitate 
adoptions enrich our communities. We support measures such as 
the First Amendment Defense Act to ensure these entities do not 
face government discrimination because of their views on marriage 
and family. We applaud the Republican initiatives which have 
led to an increase in adoptions, an achievement which should be 
recognized in any restructuring of the federal tax code. While the 
number of children in foster care has stabilized, teens who age out 
of that setting often are abruptly left to face the world on their own. 
We urge states and community groups to help these young adults 
become independent. 

Thirty years ago, President Reagan commissioned a Special Working 
Group on the Family to study how government at all levels could 
be more supportive of family life. We urge marriage penalties to 
be removed from the tax code and public assistance programs. We 
invite all who care about children to join us in this proposal to ensure 
that all federal programs, in the words of President Kennedy, “stress 
the integrity and preservation of the family unit.”

�!�(%*#�0$!��+1(�+"�Ƶ)!.%���Ģ��.+0!�0%*#���ǫ��Ő��%#$0/�
(pages 42-43)
Democrats applaud this year’s U.S. Supreme Court decision that 
made clear that employment discrimination based on sexual 
orientation and gender identity violates the law, but we know we 
still have work to do to ensure LGBTQ+ people are treated equally 
1* !.�0$!�(�3��* �%*�+1.�/+�%!05ċ��!�3%((�ü#$0�0+�!*��0�0$!��-1�(%05�
Act and at last outlaw discrimination against LGBTQ+ people in 
housing, public accommodations, access to credit, education, jury 
service, and federal programs. We will work to ensure LGBTQ+ 
people are not discriminated against when seeking to adopt or 
foster children, protect LGBTQ+ children from bullying and assault, 
and guarantee transgender students’ access to facilities based 
on their gender identity. Democrats will ensure federally funded 
programs for older adults are inclusive for LGBTQ+ seniors.

�!�+#*%6%*#�0$�0���ǫ��Ő�5+10$��* �� 1(0/�/1û!.�".+)�/%#*%ü��*0�
health disparities, including mental health and substance use 
disorders, Democrats will expand mental health and suicide 
prevention services, and ban harmful “conversion therapy” 
practices. We will ensure that all transgender and non-binary 
,!+,(!���*�,.+�1.!�+þ�%�(�#+2!.*)!*0�% !*0%ü��0%+*� +�1)!*0/�
0$�0����1.�0!(5�.!ý!�0�0$!%.�#!* !.�% !*0%05ċ��!�3%((�/0+,�
employment discrimination in the federal government, and will 
restore full implementation of President Obama’s executive order 
prohibiting discrimination by federal contractors on the basis of 
sexual orientation and gender identity.

Democrats are committed to ending the homelessness crisis, 
%*�(1 %*#��)+*#���ǫ��Ő�5+10$ċ��!�3%((�ü#$0�0+�!* �2%+(!*�!�
against transgender Americans and particularly against Black 
transgender women, who are disproportionately victims of assault 
and homicide, and will prioritize the investigation of hate crimes 
against transgender and non-binary people.

continued on next page
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A Rebirth of Constitutional Government – The Fifth Amendment: 
�.+0!�0%*#��1)�*��%"!�Ĩ,�#!/�āăġāąĩ
The Constitution’s guarantee that no one can “be deprived of 
life, liberty or property” deliberately echoes the Declaration of 
Independence’s proclamation that “all” are “endowed by their 
Creator” with the inalienable right to life. Accordingly, we assert 
0$!�/�*�0%05�+"�$1)�*�(%"!��* ��þ.)�0$�0�0$!�1*�+.*��$%( �$�/���
fundamental right to life which cannot be infringed. We support a 
human life amendment to the Constitution and legislation to make 
clear that the Fourteenth Amendment’s protections apply to children 
before birth. 

We oppose the use of public funds to perform or promote abortion 
or to fund organizations, like Planned Parenthood, so long as they 
provide or refer for elective abortions or sell fetal body parts rather 
than provide healthcare. We urge all states and Congress to make it a 
crime to acquire, transfer, or sell fetal tissues from elective abortions 
for research, and we call on Congress to enact a ban on any sale of 
fetal body parts. In the meantime, we call on Congress to ban the 
practice of misleading women on so-called fetal harvesting consent 
forms, a fact revealed by a 2015 investigation. We will not fund or 
subsidize healthcare that includes abortion coverage. 

We support the appointment of judges who respect traditional 
family values and the sanctity of innocent human life. We oppose 
the non-consensual withholding or withdrawal of care or treatment, 
including food and water, from individuals with disabilities, 
*!3�+.*/Č�0$!�!( !.(5Č�+.�0$!�%*ü.)Č�&1/0��/�3!�+,,+/!�!10$�*�/%��
and assisted suicide. 

�!��þ.)�+1.�)+.�(�+�(%#�0%+*�0+��//%/0Č�.�0$!.�0$�*�,!*�(%6!Č�
women who face an unplanned pregnancy. In order to encourage 
women who face an unplanned pregnancy to choose life, we support 
(!#%/(�0%+*�0$�0�.!-1%.!/�ü*�*�%�(�.!/,+*/%�%(%05�"+.�0$!��$%( ��!�
equally borne by both the mother and father upon conception until 
the child reaches adulthood. Failure to require a father to be equally 
responsible for a child places an inequitable burden on the mother, 
�.!�0%*#���ü*�*�%�(��* �/+�%�(�$�. /$%,�+*��+0$�)+0$!.��* ��$%( ċ�
We celebrate the millions of Americans who open their hearts, 
$+)!/Č��* ��$1.�$!/�0+�)+0$!./�%*�*!! ��* �3+)!*�ý!!%*#���1/!ċ�
We thank and encourage providers of counseling, medical services, 
and adoption assistance for empowering women experiencing 
an unintended pregnancy to choose life. We support funding for 
ultrasounds and adoption assistance. We salute the many states 
that now protect women and girls through laws requiring informed 
consent, parental consent, waiting periods, and clinic regulation. We 
condemn the Supreme Court’s activist decision in Whole Woman’s 
Health v. Hellerstedt striking down commonsense Texas laws 
providing for basic health and safety standards in abortion clinics. 

�!��,,(�1 �0$!��ċ�ċ��+1/!�+"��!,.!/!*0�0%2!/�"+.�(!� %*#�0$!�!û+.0�

Ƶ�$%!2%*#��*%2!./�(Č�Ƶû+. ��(!Č��1�(%05��!�(0$�ƫ�.!�Ģ��!�1.%*#�
Reproductive Health, Rights, and Justice (page 32)
Democrats are committed to protecting and advancing reproductive 
health, rights, and justice. We believe unequivocally, like the 
majority of Americans, that every woman should be able to access 
high-quality reproductive health care services, including safe and 
legal abortion. We will repeal the Title X domestic gag rule and 
restore federal funding for Planned Parenthood, which provides 
vital preventive and reproductive health care for millions of people, 
especially low-income people, and people of color, and LGBTQ+ 
people, including in underserved areas.

�!)+�.�0/�+,,+/!��* �3%((�ü#$0�0+�+2!.01.*�"! !.�(��* �/0�0!�
laws that create barriers to reproductive health and rights. We will 
repeal the Hyde Amendment, and protect and codify the right to 
reproductive freedom. We condemn acts of violence, harassment, 
and intimidation of reproductive health providers, patients, and 
/0�ûċ��!�3%((��  .!//�0$!� %/�.%)%*�0%+*��* ���..%!./�0$�0�%*$%�%0�
meaningful access to reproductive health care services, including 
those based on gender, sexual orientation, gender identity, race, 
income, disability, geography, and other factors. Democrats oppose 
restrictions on medication abortion care that are inconsistent with 
0$!�)+/0�.!�!*0�)! %��(��* �/�%!*0%ü��!2% !*�!��* �0$�0� +�*+0�
protect public health.

�!�.!�+#*%6!�0$�0�-1�(%05Č��û+. ��(!��+),.!$!*/%2!�$!�(0$�
care; medically accurate, LGBTQ+ inclusive, age-appropriate sex 
education; and the full range of family planning services are all 
essential to ensuring that people can decide if, when, and how to 
/0�.0���"�)%(5ċ��!��.!�,.+1 �0+��!�0$!�,�.05�+"�0$!�Ƶû+. ��(!�ƫ�.!�
Act, which prohibits discrimination in health care on the basis of 
sex and requires insurers to cover prescription contraceptives at no 
�+/0ċ��$!/!�!û+.0/�$�2!�/%#*%ü��*0(5�.! 1�! �0!!*��* �1*%*0!* ! �
pregnancies by making it easier to decide whether, when, and how to 
have a child.

�!��!(%!2!�0$�0���,!./+*Ě/�$!�(0$�/$+1( ��(3�5/��+)!�ü./0ċ�
Democrats will protect the rights of all people to make personal 
health care decisions, and will reject the Trump Administration’s use 
of broad exemptions to allow medical providers, employers, and 
others to discriminate.
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to add enforcement to the Born-Alive Infant Protection Act by passing the 
Born-Alive Abortion Survivors Protection Act, which imposes appropriate 
civil and criminal penalties on healthcare providers who fail to provide 
treatment and care to an infant who survives an abortion, including early 
induction delivery whether the death of the infant is intended. We strongly 
oppose infanticide. Over a dozen states have passed Pain Capable Unborn 
Child Protection Acts prohibiting abortion after twenty weeks, the point 
at which current medical research shows that unborn babies can feel 
excruciating pain during abortions, and we call on Congress to enact the 
federal version. Not only is it good legislation, but it enjoys the support of 
��)�&+.%05�+"�0$!�Ƶ)!.%��*�,!+,(!ċ��!�/1,,+.0�/0�0!��* �"! !.�(�!û+.0/�
against the cruelest forms of abortion, especially dismemberment abortion 
procedures, in which unborn babies are literally torn apart limb from limb. 

We call on Congress to ban sex-selection abortions and abortions based on 
disabilities — discrimination in its most lethal form. We oppose embryonic 
stem cell research. We oppose federal funding of embryonic stem cell 
research. We support adult stem cell research and urge the restoration of 
the national placental stem cell bank created by President George H.W. Bush 
but abolished by his Democrat successor, President Bill Clinton. We oppose 
federal funding for harvesting embryos and call for a ban on human cloning. 

The Democratic Party is extreme on abortion. Democrats’ almost limitless 
support for abortion, and their strident opposition to even the most 
basic restrictions on abortion, put them dramatically out of step with the 
American people. Because of their opposition to simple abortion clinic safety 
procedures, support for taxpayer-funded abortion, and rejection of pregnancy 
resource centers that provide abortion alternatives, the old Clinton mantra of 
“safe, legal, and rare” has been reduced to just “legal.” We are proud to be the 
,�.05�0$�0�,.+0!�0/�$1)�*�(%"!��* �+û!./�.!�(�/+(10%+*/�"+.�3+)!*ċ

Healthcare (page 36)
Through Obamacare, the [Obama] Administration promoted the notion 
+"���+.0%+*��/�$!�(0$��.!ċ��!Č�$+3!2!.Č��þ.)�0$!� %#*%05�+"�3+)!*��5�
protecting the sanctity of human life. Numerous studies have shown that 
abortion endangers the health and wellbeing of women, and we stand 
ü.)(5��#�%*/0�%0ċ

Chemical Abortion (page 38)
We applaud Congress’ ban on the FDA approval of research involving 
three-parent embryos. We believe the FDA’s approval of Mifeprex, a 
dangerous abortifacient formerly known as RU-486, threatens women’s 
health, as does the agency’s endorsement of over-the-counter sales 
of powerful contraceptives without a physician’s recommendation. We 
support cutting federal and state funding for entities that endanger 
women’s health by performing abortions in a manner inconsistent with 
federal or state law.

Sex Ed (page 34)
We renew our call for replacing “family planning” programs for teens 
with sexual risk avoidance education that sets abstinence until marriage 
as the responsible and respected standard of behavior. That approach 
ģ�0$!�+*(5�+*!��(3�5/�!û!�0%2!��#�%*/0�,.!)�.%0�(�,.!#*�*�5��* �
sexually-transmitted disease — empowers teens to achieve optimal 
health outcomes. We oppose school-based clinics that provide referral or 
counseling for abortion and contraception and believe that federal funds 
should not be used in mandatory or universal mental health, psychiatric, 
or socio-emotional screening programs.

continued on next page
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YA Rebirth of Constitutional Government – The Judiciary  (page 10)

The rule of law is the foundation of our Republic. A critical threat to 
our country’s constitutional order is an activist judiciary that usurps 
powers properly reserved to the people through other branches 
of government. Only a Republican president will appoint judges 
who respect the rule of law expressed within the Constitution and 
Declaration of Independence, including the inalienable right to life 
and the laws of nature and nature’s God, as did the late Justice 
Antonin Scalia. We are facing a national crisis in our judiciary. 
[…] Only [constitutionally-minded] appointments will enable 
courts to begin to reverse the long line of activist decisions — 
including Roe, Obergefell, and the Obamacare cases — that have 
usurped Congress’s and states’ lawmaking authority, undermined 
constitutional protections, expanded the power of the judiciary 
at the expense of the people and their elected representatives, 
and stripped the people of their power to govern themselves. We 
believe in the constitutional checks and balances and that the 
Founders intended the judiciary to be the weakest branch. We 
encourage Congress to use the check of impeachment for judges 
who unconstitutionally usurp Article I powers. In tandem with a 
Republican Senate, a [] Republican president will restore to the Court 
a strong conservative majority that will follow the text and original 
meaning of the Constitution and our laws. 

The legitimate powers of government are rooted in the consent of 
the American people. Judicial activism that includes reliance on 
"+.!%#*�(�3�+.�1*.�0%ü! �0.!�0%!/�1* !.)%*!/�Ƶ)!.%��*�/+2!.!%#*05ċ�
Foreign laws and precedents should not be used to interpret our 
Constitution or laws, nor should foreign sources of law be used in 
state courts’ adjudication of criminal or civil matters. 

�!��(/+��þ.)�0$!�3%/ +)�+"��.!/% !*0��!+.#!���/$%*#0+*Ě/�
warning to avoid foreign entanglements and unnecessary alliances. 
�!�0$!.!"+.!�+,,+/!�0$!�� +,0%+*�+.�.�0%ü��0%+*�+"�0.!�0%!/�0$�0�
would weaken or encroach upon American sovereignty or that could 
be construed by courts to do so. We will not recognize as binding 
upon the United States any international agreement forged without 
the constitutionally required assent of two-thirds of the United States 
Senate.

�.+0!�0%*#�ƫ+))1*%0%!/��* �ǫ1%( %*#��.1/0��5��!"+.)%*#��1.�
Criminal Justice System (page 38)
Since 1990, the United States has grown by one-third, the number of 
cases in federal district courts has increased by 38 percent, federal 
�%.�1%0��+1.0�ü(%*#/�$�2!�.%/!*��5�ąĀ�,!.�!*0Č��* �"! !.�(���/!/�%*2+(2%*#�
a felony defendant are up 60 percent, but we have not expanded the 
"! !.�(�&1 %�%�.5�0+�.!ý!�0�0$%/�.!�(%05�%*�*!�.(5�ăĀ�5!�./ċ��!)+�.�0/�3%((�
commit to creating new federal district and circuit judgeships consistent 
with recommendations from the Judicial Conference.

Sentencing decisions should be based on the facts of each case, 
%*�(1 %*#�0$!�/!2!.%05�+"�0$!�+û!*/!��* �%* %2% 1�(/Ě��%.�1)/0�*�!/ċ�
Democrats support allowing judges to determine appropriate sentences, 
3$%�$�%/�3$5�3!�3%((�ü#$0�0+�.!,!�(�"! !.�(�)�* �0+.5�)%*%)1)/Č�
incentivize states to do the same, and make all sentencing reductions 
retroactive so judges can reconsider past cases where their hands 
were tied. We believe it is long past time to end the federal sentencing 
disparity between crack and powdered cocaine, which has contributed 
to the disproportionate imprisonment of people of color. And Democrats 
continue to support abolishing the death penalty.

�1.��+1.0/�/$+1( �.!ý!�0�+1.��+1*0.5ċ��!)+�.�0/�3%((��,,+%*0�,!+,(!�0+�
the bench who are committed to seeing justice be served, and treating 
!��$���/!�+*�%0/�)!.%0/ċ��!�3%((�*+)%*�0!��* ��+*ü.)�"! !.�(�&1 #!/�
who have diverse backgrounds and experiences, including as public 
defenders, legal aid attorneys, and civil rights lawyers.

�!�(%*#�0$!��+1(�+"�Ƶ)!.%���Ģ��.+0!�0%*#�Ƶ)!.%��*/Ě�ƫ%2%(��%#$0/�
(page 39)
Democrats are committed to ending discrimination on the basis of 
race, ethnicity, national origin, religion, language, gender, age, sexual 
orientation, gender identity, or disability status. We will appoint U.S. 
Supreme Court justices and federal judges who look like America, are 
committed to the rule of law, will uphold individual civil rights and civil 
liberties as essential components of a free and democratic society, and 
will respect and enforce foundational precedents, including Brown 
v. Board of Education and Roe v. Wade. Democrats are committed to 
restoring the full power of the Voting Rights Act and ensuring every 
citizen can access the ballot box. We will enforce and strengthen the 
Matthew Shepard and James Byrd, Jr. Hate Crimes Prevention Act, and 
3%((�!* �.��%�(��* �.!(%#%+1/�,.+ü(%*#�%*�(�3�!*"+.�!)!*0ċ

�!/0+.%*#��* ��0.!*#0$!*%*#��1.��!)+�.��5�Ģ�ǫ1%( %*#��*�
�û!�0%2!Č��.�*/,�.!*0��! !.�(��+2!.*)!*0�Ĩ,�#!�Ćĉĩ
�$!��!,1�(%��*���.05�$�/�,��'! �+1.�"! !.�(��+1.0/�3%0$�1*-1�(%ü! Č�
partisan judges who consistently rule for corporations, the wealthy, 
and Republican interests. They have undermined the legitimacy of 
our courts through an anti-democratic, win-at-all costs campaign 
that includes blocking a Democratic president from appointing a 
justice to the Supreme Court and obstructing dozens of diverse 
lower-court nominees. The Democratic Party recognizes the need for 
structural court reforms to increase transparency and accountability.

continued on next pagefrcaction.org
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RELIGIOUS LIBERTY AND CONSCIENCE

A Rebirth of Constitutional Government – The First Amendment: 
Religious Liberty (pages 11-12)
The Bill of Rights lists religious liberty, with its rights of conscience, 
�/�0$!�ü./0�".!! +)�0+��!�,.+0!�0! ċ��!(%#%+1/�".!! +)�%*�0$!�ǫ%((�+"�
Rights protects the right of the people to practice their faith in their 
everyday lives. As George Washington taught, “religion and morality 
are indispensable supports” to a free society. Similarly, Thomas 

!û!./+*� !�(�.! �0$�0�ė�+�,.+2%/%+*�%*�+1.�ƫ+*/0%010%+*�+1#$0�0+�
be dearer to man than that which protects the rights of conscience 
against the enterprises of the civil authority.” Ongoing attempts to 
compel individuals, businesses, and institutions of faith to transgress 
0$!%.��!(%!"/��.!�,�.0�+"���)%/#1% ! �!û+.0�0+�1* !.)%*!�.!(%#%+*�
and drive it from the public square. As a result, many charitable 
religious institutions that have demonstrated great success in helping 
the needy have been barred from receiving government grants 
�* ��+*0.��0/ċ��+2!.*)!*0�+þ�%�(/�0$.!�0!*�.!(%#%+1/��+((!#!/��* �
1*%2!./%0%!/�3%0$�)�//%2!�ü*!/��* �/!!'�0+��+*0.+(�0$!%.�,!./+**!(�
 !�%/%+*/ċ��(��!/�+"�3+./$%,�"+.�0$!�ü./0�0%)!�%*�+1.�$%/0+.5�$�2!�
reason to fear the loss of tax-exempt status merely for espousing 
and practicing traditional religious beliefs that have been held across 
the world for thousands of years, and for almost four centuries 
in America. We value the right of America’s religious leaders to 
preach, and Americans to speak freely, according to their faith. 
�!,1�(%��*/��!(%!2!�0$!�"! !.�(�#+2!.*)!*0Č�/,!�%ü��((5�0$!�	��Č�%/�
constitutionally prohibited from policing or censoring speech based 
on religious convictions or beliefs, and therefore we urge the repeal 
of the Johnson Amendment. 

We pledge to defend the religious beliefs and rights of conscience 
of all Americans and to safeguard religious institutions against 
government control. We endorse the First Amendment Defense 
Act, Republican legislation in the House and Senate which will bar 
government discrimination against individuals and businesses for 
acting on the belief that marriage is the union of one man and one 
3+)�*ċ��$%/�Ƶ�0�3+1( �,.+0!�0�0$!�*+*ġ,.+ü0�0�4�/0�01/�+"�"�%0$ġ
based adoption agencies, the accreditation of religious educational 
institutions, the grants and contracts of faith-based charities and 
small businesses, and the licensing of religious professions — all 
of which are under assault by elements of the Democratic Party. 
We encourage every state to pass similar legislation. We likewise 
!* +./!�0$!�!û+.0/�+"��!,1�(%��*�/0�0!�(!#%/(�0+./��* �#+2!.*+./�
3$+�$�2!� !ü! �%*0%)% �0%+*�".+)��+.,+.�0%+*/��* �0$!�)! %��
%*� !"!* %*#�.!(%#%+1/�(%�!.05ċ��!�/1,,+.0�(�3/�0+��+*ü.)�0$!�
longstanding American tradition that religious individuals and 
%*/0%010%+*/���*�! 1��0!�5+1*#�,!+,(!Č�.!�!%2!�#+2!.*)!*0��!*!ü0/Č�
and participate in public debates without having to check their 
religious beliefs at the door. 

Our First Amendment rights are not given to us by the government 
but are rights we inherently possess. The government cannot use 

Healing the Soul of America – Supporting Faith and Service 
(page 48)
Religious freedom is a core American value and a core value of the 
Democratic Party. Democrats will protect the rights of each American 
for the free exercise of his or her own religion. It will be the policy 
of the Democratic Administration to advocate for religious freedom 
throughout the world. Democrats celebrate America’s history of 
religious pluralism and tolerance, and recognize the countless 
acts of service of our faith communities, as well as the paramount 
importance of maintaining the separation between church and state 
enshrined in our Constitution.

During the Trump Administration, too many of our religious 
communities have been victimized by acts of intolerance, bigotry, 
and violence. We will reject the Trump Administration’s use of broad 
religious exemptions to allow businesses, medical providers, social 
service agencies, and others to discriminate. Democrats will increase 
funding and support for security investments and protection at 
houses of worship, because everyone should be able to pray without 
fear. We will confront white nationalist terrorism and combat hate 
crimes perpetrated against religious minorities.
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subsequent amendments to limit First Amendment rights. The 
Free Exercise Clause is both an individual and a collective liberty 
protecting a right to worship God according to the dictates 
of conscience. Therefore, we strongly support the freedom of 
Americans to act in accordance with their religious beliefs, not only 
in their houses of worship, but also in their everyday lives. 

We support the right of the people to conduct their businesses in 
���+. �*�!�3%0$�0$!%.�.!(%#%+1/��!(%!"/��* ��+* !)*�,1�(%��+þ�%�(/�
who have proposed boycotts against businesses that support 
traditional marriage. We pledge to protect those business owners 
who have been subjected to hate campaigns, threats of violence, 
and other attempts to deny their civil rights. 

We support the public display of the Ten Commandments as a 
.!ý!�0%+*�+"�+1.�$%/0+.5��* �+1.��+1*0.5Ě/�
1 !+ġƫ$.%/0%�*�$!.%0�#!�
�* �"1.0$!.��þ.)�0$!�.%#$0/�+"�.!(%#%+1/�/01 !*0/�0+�!*#�#!�
in voluntary prayer at public school events and to have equal 
access to school facilities. We assert the First Amendment right 
of freedom of association for religious, private, service, and youth 
organizations to set their own membership standards.

Great American Families, Education, Healthcare, and Criminal 

1/0%�!�Ģ���.+0!�0%*#�	* %2% 1�(�ƫ+*/�%!*�!�%*��!�(0$��.!�
(page 37)
America’s healthcare professionals should not be forced to choose 
between following their faith and practicing their profession. 
We respect the rights of conscience of healthcare professionals, 
doctors, nurses, pharmacists, and organizations, especially the 
faith-based groups which provide a major portion of care for the 
nation and the needy. We support the ability of all organizations to 
provide, purchase, or enroll in healthcare coverage consistent with 
their religious, moral, or ethical convictions without discrimination 
or penalty. We support the right of parents to determine the 
proper medical treatment and therapy for their minor children. We 
support the right of parents to consent to medical treatment for 
their minor children and urge enactment of legislation that would 
require parental consent for their daughter to be transported 
across state lines for abortion. Providers should not be permitted 
to unilaterally withhold services because a patient’s life is deemed 
not worth living. American taxpayers should not be forced to fund 
abortion. As Democrats abandon this four decade-old bipartisan 
�+*/!*/1/Č�3!���((�"+.��+ %ü��0%+*�+"�0$!��5 !�Ƶ)!* )!*0��* �%0/�
application across the government, including Obamacare. We call 
for a permanent ban on federal funding and subsidies for abortion 
and healthcare plans that include abortion coverage.
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PARTY PLATFORM COMPARISON 2020

EDUCATION

Great American Families, Education, Healthcare, and Criminal 
Justice – Education: A Chance for Every Child (page 33)
Education is much more than schooling. It is the whole range 
of activities by which families and communities transmit to a 
younger generation, not just knowledge and skills, but ethical and 
behavioral norms and traditions. It is the handing over of a cultural 
identity. That is why American education has, for the last several 
decades, been the focus of constant controversy, as centralizing 
forces from outside the family and community have sought to 
remake education in order to remake America. They have done 
immense damage. The federal government should not be a partner 
%*�0$�0�!û+.0Č��/�0$!�ƫ+*/0%010%+*�#%2!/�%0�*+�.+(!�%*�! 1��0%+*ċ�Ƶ0�
the heart of the American Experiment lies the greatest political 
expression of human dignity: The self-evident truth that “all men 
are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with 
certain unalienable rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and 
the Pursuit of Happiness.” That truth rejects the dark view of the 
individual as human capital — a possession for the creation of 
another’s wealth. 

��.!*0/��.!����$%( Ě/�ü./0��* �"+.!)+/0�! 1��0+./Č��* �$�2!�
primary responsibility for the education of their children. Parents 
have a right to direct their children’s education, care, and 
upbringing. We support a constitutional amendment to protect 
that right from interference by states, the federal government, or 
international bodies such as the United Nations. We reject a one-
/%6!ġü0/ġ�((��,,.+��$�0+�! 1��0%+*��* �/1,,+.0����.+� �.�*#!�+"�
choices for parents and children at the state and local level. We 
likewise repeat our longstanding opposition to the imposition of 
national standards and assessments, encourage the parents and 
educators who are implementing alternatives to Common Core, 
and congratulate the states which have successfully repealed it. 
Their education reform movement calls for choice-based, parent-
 .%2!*����+1*0��%(%05��0�!2!.5�/0�#!�+"�/�$++(%*#ċ�	0��þ.)/�$%#$!.�
expectations for all students and rejects the crippling bigotry of 
low expectations. It recognizes the wisdom of local control of our 
schools and it wisely sees consumer rights in education — choice 
— as the most important driving force for renewing education. It 
rejects excessive testing and “teaching to the test” and supports 
the need for strong assessments to serve as a tool so teachers can 
tailor teaching to meet student needs. 

We applaud America’s great teachers, who should be 
protected against frivolous lawsuits and should be able to 
take reasonable actions to maintain discipline and order in the 
�(�//.++)ċ�Ƶ )%*%/0.�0+./�*!! �ý!4%�%(%05�0+�%**+2�0!��* �0+�
hold accountable all those responsible for student performance. 
A good understanding of the Bible being indispensable for 
the development of an educated citizenry, we encourage state 
(!#%/(�01.!/�0+�+û!.�0$!�ǫ%�(!�%*���(%0!.�01.!��1..%�1(1)��/��*�
elective in America’s high schools. We urge school districts to make 

�.+2% %*#����+.( ġƫ(�//�� 1��0%+*�%*��2!.5��%,�ƫ+ !�
(page 64)
� 1��0%+*�%/�"1* �)!*0�(�0+�0$!�% !��+"�Ƶ)!.%����* �0+�"1(ü((%*#�
our nation’s promise. It is the key to addressing the challenges 
before us—to growing our economy, maintaining American 
competitiveness on the world stage, and building a more just, 
equitable, civically engaged, and socially conscientious nation. As 
Democrats, we believe that education is a critical public good—not 
a commodity—and that it is the government’s responsibility to 
ensure that every child, everywhere, is able to receive a world-
class education that enables them to lead meaningful lives, no 
matter their race, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national 
origin, religion, disability status, language status, immigration or 
citizenship status, household income or ZIP code.

Ĩ,�#!�ćĆĩ
To this end, we support K-12 instruction in civics and climate 
literacy. We will support evidence-based programs and 
pedagogical approaches, including assessments that consider 
the well-being of the whole student and recognize the range of 
ways students can demonstrate learning. We will reimagine our 
! 1��0%+*�/5/0!)�#1% ! ��5�0$!�/0�'!$+( !./��* �-1�(%ü! Č�ü./0ġ
class, well-trained, passionate educators who know these issues 
best: young people, educators, parents, and community leaders. 
Democrats fundamentally believe our education system should 
prepare all our students—indeed, all of us—for college, careers, 
lifelong learning, and to be informed, engaged citizens of our 
communities, our country, and our planet.

(page 67)
Charter schools were originally intended to be publicly funded 
/�$++(/�3%0$�%*�.!�/! �ý!4%�%(%05�%*�,.+#.�)� !/%#*��* �+,!.�0%+*/ċ�
Democrats believe that education is a public good and should 
*+0��!�/�  (! �3%0$���,.%2�0!�,.+ü0�)+0%2!Č�3$%�$�%/�3$5�3!�3%((�
��*�"+.ġ,.+ü0�,.%2�0!��$�.0!.��1/%*!//!/�".+)�.!�!%2%*#�"! !.�(�
funding. And we recognize the need for more stringent guardrails 
to ensure charter schools are good stewards of federal education 
funds. We support measures to increase accountability for charter 
schools, including by requiring all charter schools to meet the same 
standards of transparency as traditional public schools, including 
with regard to civil rights protections, racial equity, admissions 
,.��0%�!/Č� %/�%,(%*�.5�,.+�! 1.!/Č��* �/�$++(�ü*�*�!/ċ��!�3%((���((�
for conditioning federal funding for new, expanded charter schools 
or for charter school renewals on a district’s review of whether the 
charter will systematically underserve the neediest students. And 
Democrats oppose private school vouchers and other policies that 
divert taxpayer-funded resources away from the public school 
system, including the program at issue in the recent Espinoza 
decision.
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1/!�+"�0!��$%*#�0�(!*0�%*�0$!��1/%*!//��+))1*%05Č�����ü!( /Č��* �
the military, especially among our returning veterans. Rigid tenure 
systems should be replaced with a merit-based approach in order to 
attract the best talent to the classroom. All personnel who interact 
with school children should pass background checks and be held to 
the highest standards of personal conduct. 

Great American Families, Education, Healthcare, and Criminal 
Justice – Academic Excellence for All (page 33-34)
Maintaining American preeminence requires a world-class system of 
education in which all students can reach their potential. Republicans 
�.!�(!� %*#�0$!�!û+.0�0+��.!�0!�%0ċ��%*�!�āĊćĆČ�0$!�"! !.�(�#+2!.*)!*0Č�
through more than 100 programs in the Department of Education, 
has spent $2 trillion on elementary and secondary education with 
little substantial improvement in academic achievement or high 
school graduation rates. The United States spends an average of 
more than $12,000 per pupil per year in public schools, for a total 
of more than $620 billion. That represents more than 4 percent of 
GDP devoted to K-12 education in 2011-2012. Of that amount, federal 
spending amounted to more than $57 billion. Clearly, if money were 
the solution, our schools would be problem-free. 

More money alone does not necessarily equal better performance. 
After years of trial and error, we know the policies and methods that 
$�2!���01�((5�)� !��� %û!.!*�!�%*�/01 !*0�� 2�*�!)!*0č�ƫ$+%�!�
in education; building on the basics; STEM subjects and phonics; 
career and technical education; ending social promotions; merit 
pay for good teachers; classroom discipline; parental involvement; 
and strong leadership by principals, superintendents, and locally 
elected school boards. Because technology has become an essential 
0++(�+"�(!�.*%*#Č�%0�)1/0��!���'!5�!(!)!*0�%*�+1.�!û+.0/�0+�,.+2% !�
every child equal access and opportunity. We strongly encourage 
instruction in American history and civics by using the original 
documents of our founding fathers.

Great American Families, Education, Healthcare, and Criminal 
Justice – Choice in Education (page 34)
We support options for learning, including home-schooling, career 
and technical education, private or parochial schools, magnet 
schools, charter schools, online learning, and early-college high 
/�$++(/ċ��!�!/,!�%�((5�/1,,+.0�0$!�%**+2�0%2!�ü*�*�%*#�)!�$�*%/)/�
that make options available to all children: education savings 
accounts (ESAs), vouchers, and tuition tax credits. Empowering 
families to access the learning environments that will best help their 
children to realize their full potential is one of the greatest civil rights 
challenges of our time. A young person’s ability to succeed in school 
must be based on his or her God-given talent and motivation, not an 
address, ZIP code, or economic status. We propose that the bulk of 
federal money through Title I for low-income children and through 
IDEA for children with special needs should follow the child to 
whatever school the family thinks will work best for them. 

In sum, on the one hand enormous amounts of money are being 
spent for K-12 public education with overall results that do not justify 
that spending level. On the other hand, the common experience 
of families, teachers, and administrators forms the basis of what 
does work in education. In Congress and in the states, Republicans 

Democrats are committed to safe and supportive school climates 
for students and educators alike. Guns have no place in our schools. 
We disagree strongly with the Trump Administration’s dangerous 
�* �/$+.0ġ/%#$0! �/1##!/0%+*�0$�0�0!��$!./�/$+1( ��.%*#�ü.!�.)/�
into the classroom. Democrats also believe that all schools should 
have adequate resources to expand school-based health services 
and hire guidance counselors, social workers, nurses, and school 
psychologists to help support students’ mental health needs, address 
trauma, and promote social and emotional development. We will 
work with school administrators, educators, students, and mental 
health advocates to reduce the stigma that too often prevents 
students from seeking out these resources. Democrats will make sure 
schools do not engage in, and appropriately address, discrimination, 
bullying and harassment related to sex, including sexual orientation 
and gender identity; race; national origin; immigration or citizenship 
status; religion; disability; and language status. We will protect the 
rights of transgender students.
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are bridging the gap between those two realities. Congressional 
Republicans are leading the way forward with major reform 
legislation advancing the concept of block grants and repealing 
numerous federal regulations which have interfered with state and 
local control of public schools. Their Workplace Innovation and 
Opportunity Act — modernizing workforce programs, repealing 
mandates, and advancing employment for persons with disabilities 
— is now law. Their legislation to require transparency in unfunded 
mandates imposed upon our schools is advancing. Their D.C. 
Opportunity Scholarship Program should be expanded as a model 
"+.�0$!�.!/0�+"�0$!��+1*0.5ċ��!� !,(+.!�0$!�!û+.0/�+"�ƫ+*#.!//%+*�(�
Democrats and the current President to eliminate this successful 
program for disadvantaged students in order to placate the leaders 
of the teachers’ unions. 

To ensure that all students have access to the mainstream of 
American life, we support the English First approach and oppose 
divisive programs that limit students’ ability to advance in American 
society. We renew our call for replacing “family planning” programs 
for teens with sexual risk avoidance education that sets abstinence 
until marriage as the responsible and respected standard of behavior. 
�$�0��,,.+��$�ģ�0$!�+*(5�+*!��(3�5/�!û!�0%2!��#�%*/0�,.!)�.%0�(�
pregnancy and sexually-transmitted disease — empowers teens to 
achieve optimal health outcomes. We oppose school-based clinics 
that provide referral or counseling for abortion and contraception 
and believe that federal funds should not be used in mandatory or 
universal mental health, psychiatric, or socio-emotional screening 
programs. The federal government has pushed states to collect 
and share vast amounts of personal student and family data, 
including the collection of social and emotional data. Much of this 
data is collected without parental consent or notice. This is wholly 
incompatible with the American Experiment and our inalienable 
rights. E
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PARTY PLATFORM COMPARISON 2020

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

America Resurgent – Sovereign American Leadership in 
	*0!.*�0%+*�(��.#�*%6�0%+*/�Ĩ,�#!�Ćāĩ
The U.N.’s Population Fund has, from its origin, been rooted in no-
growth policies that limit economic development in the countries 
needing it most. Its complicity in China’s barbaric program of forced 
abortion led President Reagan to set a wall of separation — his 
Mexico City Policy, which prohibits the granting of federal monies to 
non-governmental organizations that provide or promote abortion. 
�!��þ.)�$%/�,+/%0%+*��* Č�%*�(%#$0�+"�,(1))!0%*#��%.0$�.�0!/��.+1* �
the world, suggest a reevaluation of the U.N.’s record on economic 
progress.

Ƶ)!.%����!/1.#!*0�Ģ��!"!* %*#�	*0!.*�0%+*�(��!(%#%+1/��.!! +)�
Ĩ,�#!�ĆāġĆĂĩ
The U.S. Commission on International Religious Freedom, an initiative 
of Congressional Republicans, [was] neglected by the [Obama] 
Administration at a time when its voice more than ever needs to be 
heard. Religious minorities across the Middle East have been driven 
from their ancient homelands, and thousands, there and in Africa, 
have been slaughtered for their faith in what the State Department 
has, belatedly, labeled genocide. The United States must stand with 
leaders, like President Sisi of Egypt who has bravely protected the 
rights of Coptic Christians in Egypt, and call on other leaders across 
the region to ensure that all religious minorities, whether Yazidi, 
Bahai, Orthodox, Catholic or Protestant Christians, are free to practice 
their religion without fear of persecution. At a time when China 
has renewed its destruction of churches, Christian home-schooling 
parents are jailed in parts of Europe, and even Canada threatens 
pastors for their preaching, a Republican administration will return 
the advocacy of religious liberty to a central place in its diplomacy, 
will quickly designate the systematic killing of religious and ethnic 
minorities a genocide, and will work with the leaders of other nations 
to condemn and combat genocidal acts.

Renewing American Leadership – Democracy and Human Rights 
(pages 82-83)
Democrats will always protect sexual and reproductive health and 
rights. We believe that comprehensive health services, including 
access to reproductive care and abortion services, are vital to the 
empowerment of women and girls. We will support the repeal of the 
global gag rule (also known as the Mexico City Policy) and measures 
like the Helms Amendment, which limit safe access to abortion. We 
will also restore and expand American contributions to the United 
Nations Population Fund to help guarantee access to health care for 
women and children around the world and eliminate child, early, and 
forced marriage.

Democrats will advance the ability of all persons to live with dignity, 
security, and respect, regardless of who they are or who they love. 
We will restore the United States’ position of leadership on LGBTQ+ 
issues by passing the GLOBE Act and appointing senior leaders 
directly responsible for driving and coordinating LGBTQ+ issues at 
the State Department, USAID, and the National Security Council. 
We will ensure that our immigration policies account for the needs 
of LGBTQ+ refugees and asylum seekers, and that we use the full 
slate of human rights promotion and accountability tools to defend 
the universal rights of LGBTQ+ people. We will amplify the voices 
of LGBTQ+ persons around the world and counter violence and 
discrimination against LGBTQ+ persons wherever it appears.

continued on next page
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PARTY PLATFORM COMPARISON 2020

MILITARY

Ƶ)!.%����!/1.#!*0�Ģ��1,,+.0%*#��1.��.++,/č��0�* %*#��5��1.�
Heroes (pages 43-44)
With Republican leadership, the Congress recently passed legislation 
that begins to reverse America’s military decline. The National 
Defense Authorization Act of 2016 begins to correct the shortfalls in 
our military readiness by reversing troop cuts, increasing investments 
in training and maintenance, and rebuilding facilities. It gives our 
troops the full pay raise to which they are entitled under the law and 
gives the next administration the ability to review operations and 
funding, make adjustments, and ask for more money if necessary. All 
this represents a sound start in supporting those who put their lives 
on the line in defense of our country, while protecting our national 
security in a dangerous world. 

Military families must be assured of the pay, healthcare, housing, 
education, and overall support they have earned. In recent years, 
they have been carrying the burden of budgetary restraint more than 
�*5�+0$!.�Ƶ)!.%��*/�0$.+1#$��10/�%*�0$!%.�,�5Č�$!�(0$��!*!ü0/Č��* �
retirement plans. About 75 percent of enlistees come from military 
families. We cannot expect that level of patriotic commitment to 
continue among young people who have experienced the way their 
families have been treated. 

We must ensure that the nation keeps its commitments to those 
who signed on the dotted line of enlistment. The repeated troop 
 !,(+5)!*0/� 1.%*#��+*ý%�0/�%*�0$!�%  (!���/0�$�2!��!!*�1*1/1�((5�
hard on all members of their households, worsening unemployment 
and underemployment among spouses. In many cases, they and 
their children have been at war for 14 years. We must strengthen 
!4%/0%*#�,.+#.�)/�0$�0�+û!.�"�)%(%!/�.!� &1/0)!*0�%*"+.)�0%+*��* �
counseling, and we urge states to help by providing job programs, 
license reciprocity, one-stop service centers, and education. 

The burden of our country’s extended military involvement in the 
Middle East has taken a toll on our service personnel. Suicides among 
our military — active duty troops, reservists, National Guardsmen, 
and veterans — are at shocking levels, while post-service medical 
conditions, including addiction and mental illness, require more and 
more assistance. More than ever, our government must work with 
the private sector to advance opportunities and provide assistance 
to those wounded in spirit as well as in body, whether through 
!4,!.%)!*0�(�!û+.0/�(%'!�0$!��Ƶ���Ĩ�1,,%!/�Ƶ//%/0%*#��+1* ! �
Servicemen) program for service dogs or through the faith-based 
institutions that have traditionally been providers of counseling and 
aid. 

We support the rights of conscience of military chaplains of all 
faiths to practice their faith free from political interference. We 
reject attempts by the Obama Administration to censure and silence 
them, particularly Christians and Christian chaplains. We support an 
increase in the size of the Chaplain Corps. A Republican commander-

�!*!3%*#�Ƶ)!.%��*��!� !./$%,�Ģ��!!,%*#���%0$�3%0$��1.��!0!.�*/�
and Military Families (pages 77-78)
�!)+�.�0/��!(%!2!�0$�0�+1.�"+.�!�%/�/0.+*#!.�3$!*�%0�.!ý!�0/�0$!�
richness and diversity of American society, and when we treat our 
service members, veterans, and their families with the dignity they’ve 
earned. We will protect and enhance opportunities for anyone who 
��*�)!!0�0$!�/0�* �. /�0+�/!.2!�%*��+)��0�.+(!/Č��* �3!�3%((�ü#$0�
the scourge of rape and sexual assault in our military, end retaliation 
and impunity, and take care of survivors. We will reverse the Trump 
Administration’s hateful transgender ban, discriminatory exclusions 
in military health care, and policies that stigmatize and discriminate 
against people living with HIV and AIDS, and ensure that LGBTQ+ 
/!.2%�!�)!)�!./��* �"�)%(%!/�!*&+5�!-1�(�.!/,!�0Č��!*!ü0/Č��* ���.!ċ�

�!)+�.�0/��!(%!2!�0$�0�0$!�3+.( Ě/��!/0�ü#$0%*#�"+.�!��* �%0/�
veterans deserve the world’s best health care. We will rebuild trust 
in, and accountability at, the VA—not privatize it. We will modernize 
VA facilities and bolster funding to the VA as part of a nationwide 
%*".�/0.1�01.!�,(�*Č�!4,�* �!(%#%�%(%05�"+.��Ƶ��!*!ü0/�/+�0$�0��((�
veterans can access the VA, and work with Congress to eliminate VA 
cop-pays for preventive health care for veterans. We will ensure that 
�Ƶ��!*!ü0/��  .!//�0$!�"1((�*!! /�+"�+1.�3+)!*�2!0!.�*/Č�%*�(1 %*#�
reproductive services, and that every veteran receives comprehensive 
�* ��1(01.�((5��+),!0!*0���.!��* ��!*!ü0/�.!#�. (!//�+"�0$!%.�
ethnicity, race, gender identity, or sexual orientation, and eliminate 
transgender exclusions. We will combat veteran homelessness, 
including by converting VA facilities into housing.

continued on next page
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!e following are quotes of text pulled directly from the Democratic and Republican Party Platforms.



in-chief will protect the religious freedom of all military members, 
especially chaplains, and will not tolerate attempts to ban Bibles or 
religious symbols from military facilities. A Republican commander-
in-chief will also encourage education regarding the religious 
liberties of military personnel under both the First Amendment of 
the U.S. Constitution and the current National Defense Authorization 
Act. 

Our country’s all-volunteer force has been a success. We oppose 
the reinstatement of the draft, except in dire circumstances like 
world war, whether directly or through compulsory national service. 
We support the all-volunteer force and oppose unnecessary policy 
changes, including compulsory national service and Selective Service 
registration of women for a possible future draft. We reiterate our 
support for both the advancement of women in the military and their 
exemption from direct ground combat units and infantry battalions. 
�!��þ.)�0$!��1(01.�(�2�(1!/�0$�0�!*�+1.�#!�/!(ý!//�/!.2%�!��* �
superiority in battle, and we oppose anything which might divide 
or weaken team cohesion, including intra-military special interest 
 !)+*/0.�0%+*/ċ�	*�,�.0%�1(�.Č�3!�3�.*��#�%*/0�)+ %ü��0%+*�+.�
lessening of standards in order to satisfy a nonmilitary agenda 
imposed by the White House. We call for an objective review of the 
impact on readiness of the [Obama] Administration’s ideology-
based personnel policies, and will correct problems with appropriate 
administrative, legal, or legislative action. We reject the use of the 
military as a platform for social experimentation and will not accept 
or continue attempts to undermine military priorities and mission 
readiness. We believe that our nation is most secure when the 
president and the administration prioritize readiness, recruitment, 
and retention rather than using the military to advance a social 
+.�,+(%0%��(��#!* �ċ�%(%0�.5�.!� %*!//�/$+1( �*+0��!�/��.%ü�! �+*�
the altar of political correctness. We oppose legislative attempts 
to modify the system of military justice that would undermine its 
fairness and due process rights for all concerned, both the accuser 
and the accused.

 REPUBLICAN ISSUE DEMOCRAT
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